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THE MURDER OF A FEDERAL AGENT...Retired detective Jon Stanton is enjoying his new life

when a single call shatters his peace: one of his oldest friends, a special agent with the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, has been murdered in a small town in Utah. Investigating a double

homicide, Stanton believes he had gotten too close to the killer and paid the ultimate price.A

BRUTAL SLAYING WITH NO DISCERNIBLE MOTIVES...Stanton believes the key to finding the

killer is in the initial double homicide. A female victim tied to a tree and ravaged holds the answers

Stanton is looking for. He flies to Utah, leaving his new fiancÃ©, to walk into the darkness one more

time. But the killer has plans of his own...A short novel.ABOUT THE AUTHORVictor Methos is a

former prosecutor specializing in violent crime and is currently a criminal defense attorney in the

United States. He is the author of forty bestselling books including THE WHITE ANGEL MURDER

and SUPERHERO, both Kindle Top 100 smash hits.
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This series is highly addicting. Very well written thriller that keeps you interested until the very end. It

all started with the free Kindle book, Walk in Darkness, which was excellent as well. Can't get

enough of this author! I did find the part with the dogs/puppies, a bit disturbing and sad......even



though the same was being done to humans, weird.

Our hero is just darn good at the special skill he has much to his regret. He is driven like the serial

killers he chases he can't stop. He puts everything on the line to pursue the killer of one of his best

friends. I wish the book would have been longer so I could have spent more time with this

fascinating character. Well I guess that's why I will buy the next book. I have only one question

about the ending but I can't ask it because I don't want to deprive you of the thrills. If you like

psychological thrillers you will love this one.

I didn't think I would like this book due to it's dark side but the author did a wonderful job of

developing the plot and I was unable to put the book down. The rating I gave this book shows my

displeasure with the language, not as bad as some others but still bad. The author has a way with

words and characters that make the book exciting.

I liked the quick resolution and fast pace. A good airport book that is engaging in the face of many

distractions, but it is not a deep book. The Hero John Stanton comes into an investigation and

miraculously progresses the case where the locals are hesitant and blind to the machinations of the

criminal. The premise is based on the central character being a sociopath but unlike the criminal he

is a good sociopath. Yes! That is the central platform of the story.From this point you can predict the

story; like a TV drama 55 minutes in the hero is damaged and in deadly peril... Will they survive? Of

course they dig into some extraordinary reserve and yes they make it through. Throw in a little back

story, and family involvement and you have the story down perfectly.

This is a well-written thriller that makes the reader think to identify each character because it must

be done to follow the plot of the stories. This is a thinking person story , one that gives the reader

the ability and experience of reading as a great task!!!!!!!!

I tried this author out of the $2.99 specials when I was looking for new authors and WOW, now I

have to read the other four of this set!! Love the character, kind of like Criminal Minds show which I

also love and lets you think on some possibilities as you go along which is refreshing with some not

expected things popping up.

Can not say enough about this author. The likes of Patterson had better watch out because this guy



is good, and he doesn't need co-authors to help write his books. The Jon Stanton series is

awesome,. While I am far from a prude it is refreshing to read a mystery without the usual over the

top sex scenes!!! Keep em coming Mr. Methos, PLEASE!!!!!!

I have only read four of the Jon Stanton mysteries and nothing else that Methos has written. This is

the best one of the four I've read, it is a genuine thriller mixed with insight about the human

condition, I loved it.
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